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This thesis is focused on enhancing flying capacitor multilevel inverters by determining the 
most optimal pulsewidth modulation control strategy to reduce current ripple and subsequently 
filter requirements and improve balancing mechanics of the flying capacitors. The two specific 
control methods of interest within the research work are the phase shifted and phase disposition 
pulsewidth modulation. There stands a cloudy consensus on the optimal of the two techniques, 
some researchers cite phase shifted a more suitable technique for its natural balancing 
mechanics, while others cite phase disposition as superior due to the improved harmonic 
performance. The purpose of this research is to identify and describe the aptness of each 
technique in terms of capacitor balancing, harmonic performance and efficiency; to clarify 
when either technique should be chosen over the other. Analysis of the current ripple is 
achieved by well-known methods for calculating current ripple in two-level inverters combined 
with analytical models of representing flying capacitor multilevel inverters. Using this analysis 
it is shown that because of the greater effective switching frequency of the phase shifted 
strategy it has reduced output current ripples and harmonic power losses over the phase 
disposition strategy, which is heavily dictated by the number of levels of the inverter. The 
research work additionally proposes a closed-loop modified phase shifted control strategy 
focused primarily on restoring voltage balance. The algorithm selects switching states bounded 
by times where no capacitor charging/discharging occurs. Through this strategy, it is shown that 
phase shifted and phase disposition can achieve similar balancing characteristics when operated 
optimally. Additionally, it is shown that the phase shifted strategy has a fraction of the inductor 
filter requirements. The critical question of which methodology is superior was found to not 
have a simple answer; however the circumstances where one method may be more beneficial 
than another are highlighted and discussed. 
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 Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
 
 1.1 Introduction to research work 
Multilevel inverters (MLI) have gained increasing popularity for high-power conversion 
systems over the past few decades because the semiconductor device requirements are a 
fraction of the converter voltage and power ratings. The flying capacitor multilevel inverter 
(FCMLI) is an attractive topology which can operate transformerless and uniformly distribute 
switching losses across all the switching devices. This topology has successfully made its way 
into industry in applications such as train traction drives, pumps in the water industry, medium 
voltage adjustable speed drives, and flexible alternating current transmission systems [1] [2]. 
Although it is a proven technology, the range of possibilities that MLIs offer is so large that 
there is continual research and development in this field. The FCMLI topology still faces many 
challenges as it is a rather complex scheme to optimally control, furthermore there is still many 
opportunities to improve it in terms of energy efficiency, capacitor balancing, harmonic 
performance, reliability, simplicity and cost.  
 
 1.2 Background 
The basic concept of a MLI is to achieve high voltage power conversion through a combination 
of lower voltage semiconductor switches by synthesising a staircase voltage waveform. By 
increasing the levels of the inverter the staircase waveform has reduced harmonic distortion, but 
this usually comes with more complex control algorithms and introduces voltage imbalances. 
The MLI has several advantages over the conventional two-level inverter [1]-[4] which can 
briefly be summarized as: 
 Output waveforms have much lower harmonic distortion hence they can operate at 
lower frequencies. 
 Reduced dv/dt stresses therefore electromagnetic compatibility is reduced. 
 Draws input current with low distortion. 
 Reduced common mode (CM) voltage. 
 
An abundant of MLI topologies have been proposed since there conceptualisation over four 
decades ago however the three fundamental MLI topologies which have been perused the 
furthest are the cascaded H-bridge (CHB), neutral point clamped (NPC) and the flying capacitor 
(FC) as summarized in figure 1.1. These are usually found in the medium-voltage high-power 
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range and are classified as voltage source converters. Additionally numerous control strategies 
have been developed for operating MLIs, ranging from sinusoidal pulsewidth modulation 
(PWM) multilevel selective harmonic elimination, and space vector modulation (SVM).   
 
The CHB and NPC are both exceptional topologies with many applications in the MLI 
industrial field, however this research is focused only on the FC topology and more specifically 
the three, four and five-level as well as the stacked multilevel converter (SMC) as they are the 
most popular FCMLI variations observed currently by industry [1] [2].  
 
The advantage of the FC over the CHB and NPC are [1]: 
 Higher flexibility in synthesising the output. 
 Increased possibility to control the DC-link voltage. 
The disadvantages of the FC over the CHB and NP are: 
 Higher number of capacitors. 
 Capacitors are more to failure than the diodes of the NPC. 
 Balancing of the flying capacitors is complex. 
  
 
Figure 1.1: Classification of FCMLIs [4].  
 
 1.2.1 Basic operation 
The structure of a five-level FCMLI is shown in figure 1.2. The inverter is comprised of power 
cells which consist of 2 complementary power electronic switches; hence if the upper switch is 
on the lower switch is open. For a N-level inverter N-1 power cells per phase are connected 







































responsible for the different voltage levels found in the inverter. In order for the converter to 
operate correctly the voltages of each FC must be maintained at its respective voltage level 
which are uniformly distributed amongst the capacitors. Hence the capacitors C1, C2 and C3 
would be maintained at 3VDC/4, VDC/2 and VDC/4 respectively. One of the main challenges faced 
with providing proper operation of the inverter is ensuring balanced distribution of the voltage 
levels [5] [6]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Single phase of a five-level FCMLI. 
  
 1.2.2 Control techniques 
The simplest technique to control the FC voltages is natural balancing, achieved by switching 
the complementary power switching devices at the same duty cycle but phase shifted by 2π/(N-
1) [7] [8] [9]. This is generally implemented by a carrier based method such as phase-shifted 
pulsewidth modulation (PS-PWM) as shown in figure 1.3. This technique uses three sinusoidal 
reference waveforms, one for each phase, of equal amplitude and frequency displaced by a 
phase difference of 120°, and N-1 triangular carrier signals of equal amplitude and frequency 
displaced by a phase difference of 360°/(N-1), one for every power cell of each phase.  The cell 
gate signals are determined by comparing the carrier signals and the reference signal, when the 























Figure 1.3: Five-level PS-PWM 
A variant of this technique instead places its carriers in phase but vertically displaces them to 
equally occupy the modulation range as such is called phase disposition pulsewidth modulation 
(PD-PWM) as shown in figure 1.4. The gate signals within this technique are determined in the 
same fashion as PS-PWM but of course the switching pattern is very different hence the output 
voltage is synthesised in a completely different manner. 
 
There are further variants of the PD-PWM strategy such as phase displacing the carriers above 
the zero reference with the carriers below by 180°, known as phase opposition disposition 
(POD-PWM) or phase displacing consecutive carriers by 180°, known as alternate phase 
opposition disposition (APOD-PWM) as are illustrated in figure 1.5. However PD-PWM is 
widely preferred for conventional MLIs as it produces the lowest distortion of the output 
waveform [6] [8] [9].  
 
Figure 1.4: Five-level PD-PWM 






























































Figure 1.5: PD-PWM variants 
 
The final carrier based method considered is carrier redistribution pulsewidth modulation 
(CRPWM) otherwise known as decode PD-PWM. It is a modified form of the PD-PWM 
strategy introduced early in the 21st century and reported to be the solution to the voltage 
imbalance problem of FCMLIs [10]. In this method the carriers are reconstructed to create the 
two-level switching cells states for each phase leg, accomplished by using a set of special 
trapezoidal waveforms [11] or by a state machine decoder [12]. The carrier shapes are 
illustrated in figure 1.6, the first carrier waveform is repeated for each carrier but phase 
displaced by 360°/(N-1).   
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 1.2.3 Flying capacitor balancing 
The advantage of the PS-PWM strategy lies in that it evenly distributes the duty cycles of the 
power cells across the entire modulation range, this gives it natural balancing properties which 
is not the case for PD-PWM [1] [6] [9]. This phenomenon is illustrated through a five-level 
FCMLI controlled by both strategies in figure 1.7, here the PS-PWM strategy naturally will 
rebalance the capacitor voltage unbalance caused by the step change in DC supply however the 
process is slow and can be improved. In contrast the capacitor voltage using PD-PWM begins 
deteriorating.  
 
The purpose of CRPWM is to rectify these flaws of PD-PWM, by reconstruction the carriers the 
strategy can gain and moreover improve on the natural balancing of PS-PWM [6] [11]. 










Figure 1.7: Natural balancing properties of PD-PWM and PS-PWM 
 
 1.3 Research questions 
What is the optimal PWM control strategy for FCMLI operation? Why is there varying opinions 
on the answer to this question found in literature? Finally, are simpler active control algorithms 



















 1.4 Thesis aims and objectives 
 To clear the uncertainty that currently exists in the optimal control strategy for 
FCMLIs. 
 To develop analytical current ripple solutions to the three primary carrier based PWM 
control methods for FCMLIs. 
 Determine through simulations and analytical solutions the optimal control strategy for 
FCMLIs in terms of balancing performance, total harmonic distortion (THD), current 
ripple, efficiency and cost.  
 Investigate the viability of simpler active control algorithms for FCMLIs.  
 
 1.5 Outline of chapters 
Chapter two of this dissertation reviews the relevant literature regarding FCMLIs, specifically 
the current state of art of the topology in commercial applications and the preferred methods of 
control. Additionally the efforts towards active and natural balancing control methods are 
reviewed. Chapter 3 provides the methods and tools utilised throughout the dissertation which 
include analytical and simulation models. 
Chapter 4 is the preliminary research steps undertaken, here simulations of the control 
techniques are provided to form the basis of the main research. The theory is verified and some 
propositions are formed. Additionally a simpler active control strategy is presented. 
Chapter 5 provides evaluation and analysis of the main research findings of the dissertation. 















 Chapter 2. Literature Review 
 
 
 2.1 Introduction 
The increasing popularity of MLIs for high-power conversion systems over the past few 
decades has produced a flourishing research environment where the technology is constantly 
advancing [1] [2]. The FCMLI is arguably the least preferred topology, with its main 
applications only found in train traction drives and pumps in the water industry.  This is mainly 
because the FCs are more prone to failure compared to the other components and the challenge 
of balancing the FCs creates barriers for this topology [2]. However there is substantial research 
supporting this topology by some of the leading researchers in this field such as Brendan Peter 
McGrath and Donald Grahame Holmes signifying that there still lies merit to advancing the 
topology. 
 
 2.2 Flying capacitor multilevel inverters state of the art 
Besides train traction drives and pumps the FCMLI topology has found limited application in 
medium-voltage drives where it was first industrially developed in the 1990s [13]. The four-
level configuration for example, was developed for  the ALSPA VDM6000, a medium-voltage 
power drive system that can operate a 3.3 kV motor up to 4.6 MVA or 6.6 kV up to 9.2 MVA 
[14]. However the complexity of balancing the FCs and the high number of capacitors required 
are the main drawback of this topology for medium-voltage drives, consequently they are not 
under production [2]. 
 
To overcome some of the drawbacks of the FC topology a variation called the SMC was 
introduced early in the 2000’s [15].  By placing two conventional FCMLIs atop the other a 
SMC could reach higher voltage levels without the increased complexity of balancing the FCs 
which is usually associated with higher levels of this topology. By achieving higher voltage 
levels the voltage stresses on the switching devices and FCs can be reduced. The main 
hindrance on the SMC is the increased number of capacitors required which appear to outweigh 







 2.3 Modulation control methods 
The primary modulation strategies which are applicable to FCMLI are PWM based methods 
and SVM methods. SVM is superior in terms of producing lower THD levels, providing a wider 
modulation range and its ease of implementation however PWM based methods can be 
favourable in utilising the redundancy in switching states producing superior FC balancing 
mechanics.  
 
 2.3.1 PWM based methods 
PD-PWM and PS-PWM are the two natural extensions of carrier based sinusoidal PWM for the 
MLI control. The PD-PWM method is often cited by researchers as superior since it leads to 
less distortion of the line voltages [1] [16], the reasoning behind this common acceptance can be 
tracked down to the reputable work of Brendan Peter McGrath and Donald Grahame Holmes 
[9]. Their research provides profound mathematical analysis on the harmonic performance of 
PS-PWM and PD-PWM which identified PD-PWM as the superior modulation technique both 
in terms of output waveform distortion and FC balancing mechanics. The former is the result of 
in phase carriers compared to PS-PWM and the latter is a result of larger differential-mode 
current harmonics. It’s important to note that these findings assume purely resistive loads 
without considerations of the current waveforms for resistive-inductive loads. A study 
considering the current waveform in [17] identified that PS-PWM may in fact have lower 
current THD levels. These findings were only shown through simulations and required further 
investigation before the hypothesis could be proved. 
 
In order to optimise the PD-PWM strategy a technique termed decoded PD-PWM otherwise 
known as CRPWM exists. The CRPWM strategy reconstructs the carrier signals by utilising the 
redundancy of switching states in FCMLIs to distribute duty cycles and balance switching 
losses; additionally it advances the PD-PWM strategy to have natural balancing properties [18]. 
It has the least harmonic content for the same reason as PD-PWM however causes fluctuation 
of the FC voltages as the carriers are not utilised equally within a cycle. This causes unequal 
charging and discharging of the FCs and the voltage does not become zero during a switching 
period. A method for overcoming this problem was proposed in [11], here, compensation of the 
unbalanced quantity of charging/discharging is rectified by symmetrically disposing carriers of 





Regardless of the evidence supporting PD-PWM there are still many researchers who cite PS-
PWM as the superior technique for operating FCMLIs for its natural balancing properties 
among other reasons. From a practical point, according to [1], the improved harmonic 
performance of PD-PWM is negligible in high-frequency applications since the harmonic 
content will be filtered by the load. Therefore PS-PWM is considered the only real commercial 
modulation scheme applicable for FCMLIs, as the industry trend exhibits. In the following 
papers [1] [2] [19] PS-PWM is cited as the preferred strategy for FCMLI control.  
 
Clearly there is contradicting opinions on the optimal control strategy for FCMLI operation. An 
explanation for this may be that CRPWM and its benefits are not well known within industry. 
This could be because the benefits found in any realistic scenario may be too small to warrant 
the added complexity of the technique. Nevertheless, if the CRPWM strategy outperforms PS-
PWM in every regard then industry should exhibit a favourable trend towards it.  
 
 2.3.2 Natural balancing vs active control 
The necessity to maintain voltage balance within FCMLIs has led to the development of a 
variety of control techniques. The two main types of control are natural balancing and active 
control methods. Natural balancing or ‘open loop’ control refers to methods which balance the 
FCs by ensuring the duty cycle of the switching cells within the algorithm are equal [9] [20]. 
This method generally results in a slow transient response to dynamics and often requires 
additional components, such as RLC balance boost circuits, to operate satisfactory.  
 
There have, however, been efforts to improve the natural balancing properties of some open 
loop techniques as in [21] it was proposed that switching states within the PS-PWM strategy 
could be modified to achieve faster balancing of the FCs. Specifically increasing the amount of 
states resulting in zero output voltage would guarantee faster balancing. In order to implement 
this strategy the following requirements were met: 
 States were modified to switch to the nearest levels to improve voltage quality. 
 Consecutive switching states would only change the state of one switch in order to 
reduce switching losses. 
 Balanced duty cycles of switching pairs. 
 Distribution of switching losses between switching pairs. 
 
Following these criteria the proposed method was able to produce faster balancing dynamics of 




switching losses across the switches. Additionally it was identified in this paper that good 
characterization of the load is required to obtain correct theoretical values. 
 
The second group of control methods is based on a closed-loop approach. In this method the 
converters switching pattern is modified in real time according to the voltage imbalance 
readings taken by the system. This method however, has some major drawbacks which usually 
hinder its applications [1] [2], these including: 
 Expansion of the algorithms to higher level converters can be intricate. 
 Highly dependent on circuit parameters. 
 Prone to increased harmonic content, switching losses and dv/dt spikes. 
 Overly complex algorithms. 
 Require stored information such as lookup tables. 
 
Thus explaining why the idea of actively controlling the FC voltages has not gathered major 
attention by researchers. Regardless it has been presented in a limited number of research 
papers. Specifically, in [22] a feedback control scheme was proposed based on the concept of 
adjusting duty cycles proportional to the unbalanced voltage and with relation to the output 
current. However, this was specific to three-level converters which consist of only one FC. 
There is a more elaborate relationship between the FC voltages and the switching pattern for 
higher-level converters requiring complex control algorithms to operate the nonlinear system. 
 
An alternate method was proposed in [23] which was based on the adjustment of switching 
times of selected switching states to maintain the capacitor voltage balance without adversely 
affecting the system's performance. By properly selecting the adjusted switching states, this 
method demonstrated how capacitor voltages can be controlled independently without 
introducing any extra harmonic distortion. This is the most flexible of the discussed approaches, 
however expanding the algorithm to higher levels or altered inverters will be tedious and 
problematic.  
 
Finally there also exists the idea of correcting the voltage imbalance by introducing a corrected 
modulation waveform through the injection of square wave signals [24].This method showed 
that a square wave could be injected into the normal modulation signal wave with the same 
phase shift as the phase load current, based on a simple control algorithm, to regulate the FC 




Although there have been some promising applications for actively controlling the FC voltages, 
it is still very much an underdeveloped field.  The FC topology has found very limited industrial 
applications as the added capacitors are considered a drawback, subsequently the added 
complexity of active control is likely viewed as unnecessary hence the preference towards the 
simpler natural balancing route of PS-PWM and CRPWM. 
 
 2.3.3 Space vector modulation 
MLIs have many degrees of freedom, meaning that there are multiple arrangements of 
switching states that result in the same output; this is especially the case for FCMLIs as this 
topology has more flexibility in synthesising the output waveform compared to the CHB and 
NPC topologies. The SVM method has the potential to be one of the most effective strategies 
for FCMLI control as it can utilise the switching redundancies of the topology which is not 
always fully exploited by carrier based methods. Hence there has been attractive development 
of this field specific to FCMLI control in recent years. A general SVM-based scheme is divided 
into three stages [25]: 
1. Switching states or vectors are selected based on an algorithm of the scheme. This 
determines the harmonic content and the switching losses of the system. 
2. The duty cycles of each vector are calculated to achieve the desired reference over a 
time average 
3. The sequence in which the vectors are generated is determined 
 
A trend was observed amongst the contributions towards SVM development [1] [25], in 
general, they pursue one or more of the following goals: 
 Reducing switching frequency. 
 Reducing computational costs. 
 CM voltage elimination. 
 Lower THD. 
 Operating unbalanced systems. 
 Improving FC balancing mechanics. 
 Output current ripple reduction. 
 
One attractive development proposing to resolve many of the FC topology drawbacks can be 
found in [26] where an effective closed-loop SVM based algorithm capable of controlling the 
FC voltages of any level FCMLI is presented. This method uses a fast-paced computationally 
algorithm which does not change with increasing number of levels. Although it is promising 




practicality. Since no such data exists it is difficult to fully determine the effectiveness of this 
method.  
 
Despite all the reported development in this field, according to [1] currently SVM-based MLIs 
are not the preferred modulation scheme found in industrial applications. A plausible 
explanation may be that manufacturers prefer the proven technology and simplicity of carrier-
based PWM strategies over new methods that have advantages but require elaborate control 
system which are difficult to implement.  
  
 
 2.4 Harmonics and current ripple 
The continual endeavour to optimise MLIs has brought about the need to consider the degree to 
which undesirable harmonics exist. Conventionally THD and weighted total harmonic 
distortion (WTHD) are used as the basis of comparison for modulation strategies, however 
analysis of peak-peak current ripple (IPP) in voltage source inverters (VSI) has received much 
attention by researchers in recent years as a means to reduce power losses and waveform 
distortion [27]-[30]. The majority of this research is centred on two-level inverters controlled by 
discontinuous PWM methods with little extension into MLIs.  
 
Minimising current ripple in applications such as MW adjustable speed drives is key to 
reducing noise and losses both within the PWM inverter and the load [28]. Much of the recent 
studies in this field focus on minimising current ripple and switching losses, as in [31] [32] [33] 
this is achieved through the method of controlling the carrier switching period which is varied 
based on the pattern of total current ripple. Additionally the studies in [28] proposed a method 
for calculating maximum peak to peak current ripple based on the location of the reference 
signal with relation to space vector transforms. This was used to accurately predict the current 
waveforms of a VSI controlled induction motor. There has also been thorough analysis of 
utilising the superior high modulation range performance of discontinuous PWM for 
minimising current ripple in two-level VSIs [27] [28] [34].  
 
Mitigating harmonics and output current ripple is often the centre of many a research paper, as 
this subsequently reduces filter costs and ensures the converter adheres to regulations. Any grid 
connected application will require some form of harmonic filtering, some more advanced 
techniques involve combinations of inductor-capacitor filter designs [35], while the rudimentary 




 2.5 Balance boost circuits 
The balance boost circuit is a combination of RLC components designed to create an impedance 
for the CM currents when the FC voltages are unbalanced, rather than relying only on the 
unbalanced differential harmonics to create harmonic currents to rebalance the FCs. In [20] it 
was shown that a balance boost filter tuned to the sideband harmonics could drastically improve 
the balancing performance of both PS-PWM and CRPWM. It is reported that this method will 
produce the best balancing performance; of course these benefits will have to outweigh the 
added cost of the additional circuit components 
 
 
 2.6 Conclusion 
There appears to be a disconnect between commercial manufacturing trends and research 
conclusions regarding control of FCMLIs. The natural balancing properties of PS-PWM 
strategy is preferred by industry despite many research developments pointing towards 
alternative methods such as CRPWM and SVM.  As mentioned before this may be because 
manufacturers prefer the proven technology, alternatively it may be the varying conclusions 
given by different sources that are causing the uncertainty. There is a need to clear this 
uncertainty through comparative analysis of the proposed methods. Furthermore current ripple 
theory in the MLI field is underdeveloped with much of the research thus far focused on the 
conventional two-level inverters. Combining the well-known harmonic modelling theory with 















 Chapter 3. Methodology 
 
 
The two fundamental variations of carrier-PWM techniques within MLI control differ only by 
displacing carrier signals one atop (PD-PWM) or besides (PS-PWM) the other. There stands a 
cloudy consensus on the optimal of the two techniques for the operation of FCMLIs, some 
researchers site PS-PWM a more suitable technique for its natural balancing mechanics, while 
others site PD-PWM/CRPWM as superior due the improved harmonic performance. The 
purpose of this research is to identify and describe the aptness of each technique in terms of 
capacitor balancing, harmonic performance and efficiency; to clarify when either technique 
should be chosen over the other.    
 
This work takes an analytical as well as a simulation driven approach when drawing any 
conclusions. The analytical perspective is focused on theorising the expected current ripple of 
an inverter; this requires a foundation of Fourier series representation of FCMLIs. Each 
modulation technique is represented with a double Fourier harmonic series as described in this 
chapter. The simulations are undertaken in MATLAB where data collection of THD and FC 
balancing performance is taken. 
 
 3.1 Fourier representations 
The model representing a single phase of an N-level FCMLI used throughout this work is 
shown in figure 3-1. The principle of a carrier based PWM inverter is placing (N-1) triangular 
carrier signals across the modulation range. Intersections between the reference signal and 
carrier signal then determine the phase leg switching functions Sq,k which dictates the switching 
output waveform. It is well known that the switching functions of a MLI can be described with 
a double Fourier harmonic series [6] [20] [36]. If individual cell switching functions are defined 
as Sq,k (t) where 𝑞 represents each phase, q ϵ {a, b, c}, and k represents the voltage levels, 𝑘 =
1, 2, … ,𝑁 − 2, and Sq,k (t) ϵ {0,1}, and M  is the modulation index, then: 
 
𝑆𝑞,𝑘(𝑡) =  
|𝐶00|
2
+ ∑ [|𝐶0𝑛|cos (𝑛[𝑤0𝑡 + ∅𝑞
∞
𝑛=1 ]  − 𝛿0𝑛)]      




𝑚=1  +  𝑛[𝑤0𝑡 + ∅𝑞] − 𝛿𝑐,𝑘)]    (3-1) 














Figure 3-1:  Single phase of a three phase N-level FC topology. 
 
 3.1.1 PD-PWM Fourier representation  
The coefficients of equation 3-1 defined by 𝐶𝑚𝑛 represent the magnitudes of the baseband 
(𝑚 = 0), carrier (𝑛 = 0), and sideband (𝑚 > 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 ≠ 0) harmonics and must be evaluated 
for each modulation technique. Evaluation of these coefficients is undertaken by the principles 
of [6] [9] which requires deriving expressions for the switching cell carrier waveforms, shown 
for three-level PD-PWM in figure 3-2. These functions are then compared with the cosine 
reference signal shown in figure 3-3. As the reference crosses the boundaries defined by the 
rules of the particular modulation technique the (x,y) carrier reference phase space is split into 
separate regions as shown in figure 3-4. Thereafter final evaluation of equation 3-1 is completed 
through some considerable Fourier analysis and algebra which can be found in [6]. Hence for 
three-level PD-PWM the coefficients are evaluated to: 
  
     𝐶00 = 0   𝐶01 = 𝑀𝑉𝐷𝐶   𝐶0𝑛 =  0, 𝑛 > 1               
 




















𝑘=1 ]                                 (3-2)  
 
Where Jn(x) is a Bessel function of first kind with argument x and order n. For higher level PD-
















             
Figure 3-2: Three-level PD-PWM carrier waveform. 
 
Figure 3-3: Cosine reference signal. 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Three-level PD-PWM contour plot. 
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 3.1.2 PS-PWM Fourier representation  
Since the sideband and carrier coefficients for PS-PWM are not affected by the number of 










𝑀)                                 (3-3) 
 
Where m = 1, . . . ,∞; n = -∞, . . . ,-1, 0, 1, . . . , ∞. 
 
 3.1.3 CRPWM Fourier representation 
For CRPWM the harmonic coefficient expression can be derived in a similar fashion to PD-
















































     (3-4) 
 
 3.1.4 Flying capacitor multilevel inverter output equations 
The current passing into the kth flying capacitor can now be evaluated by applying Kirchhoff’s 
current law to each phase leg of the inverter circuit, giving:  
 
𝑖𝑞,𝐶𝑘(𝑡) = [𝑆𝑞,𝑘+1(𝑡) − 𝑆𝑞,𝑘(𝑡)]𝑖𝑞(𝑡)                                 (3-5) 
 
The switched output voltage of each phase can be found by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law 
and summing adjacent two-level switching cells to give:  
 
𝑣𝑞(𝑡) = [2𝑆𝑞,𝑁(𝑡) − 1]
𝑉𝐷𝐶
2
  −  ∑ [𝑆𝑞,𝑘+1
𝑁−2
𝑘=1 (𝑡) − 𝑆𝑞,𝑘(𝑡)] 𝑣𝑞,𝑘(𝑡)              (3-6) 
 
 
  3.2 Simulation models 
The concepts are simulated in the technical computing environment of MATLAB; this provides 
a tool for analysing the effectiveness of control strategies for MLIs. MATLAB additionally has 
a Fourier analysis tool providing a method to effectively determine harmonics and THD of 
waveforms. The system block diagram is shown in figure 3-5, consisting of a DC supply, 
FCMLI, three-phase load and control block. The gate control signals are generated with a 





Figure 3-5: Simulink block diagram. 
 
Figure 3-6: Control block diagram for PS-PWM. 
 
 3.2.1 Flying capacitor balancing performance 
As discussed previously maintaining voltage balance of the FCs is an important aspect in 
ensuring acceptable operation of the inverter however due to non-idealities of real world 
applications voltage imbalance is likely to occur. Hence determining the effectiveness of a 
control strategy in terms of voltage balancing is one of the prime comparing characteristics. In 
order to induce a voltage imbalance in the simulation domain, which would not occur otherwise 






























































This allows the control strategy to rebalance the FC voltages in accordance to the requirements 
of the voltage levels on the inverter.  For example, if the DC supply of a three-level FCMLI is 
increased by 0.25, in order to maintain voltage balance the FC voltage of each phase must be 
increased by 0.125. The balancing perform is quantified by extracting the time taken for the FC 
voltage to reach 5% of its desired value which is standard for determining the settling time of a 
control system, figure 3-7 illustrates this example. 
 
Figure 3-7: Quantifying balancing performance. 
 
 3.2.2 Switching frequency and harmonics 
Due to the limitations that exist within switching devices it is important to consider the 
switching frequency of an inverter when comparing control strategies. The nature of PWM 
controlled inverters leads to fluctuating switching frequencies hence it is difficult to quantify 
this. It may be true to assume that the switching frequency of the individual cells at a given time 
will be close to the carrier frequency, particularly at modulation indices below 0.9, moreover 
for indices closer to 1 this statement may be untrue as carrier intersections at this modulation 
index can cause high frequency spikes. Regardless, depending on the control strategy the 
effective switching frequency of the switched output will differ significantly to the individual 
cell switching frequency. For example, the PS-PWM strategy places its carriers horizontally 
prompting greater intersections with the reference signal compared to PD-PWM, henceforth 
greater switching of the output will occur. Fourier analysis provides a tool for determining the 
effective switching frequency since harmonics are formed at the switching frequencies. Using 
the FFT analysis tool of MATLAB the waveforms can be simulated and the effective switching 
frequency determined by evaluating the observed harmonics.  
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In figure 3-8 the FFT analysis of the output waveform is shown for a five-level PS-PWM 
controlled FCMLI at a carrier frequency of 750 Hz. There are observed harmonic groupings at 
four times the carrier frequency, these are the sideband harmonics caused by the (N-1) carrier 
intersection. The 50 Hz grouping is caused by the baseband harmonics and as illustrated in 
figure 3-9 the carrier harmonics occur at multiples of 750 Hz. This is a good illustration of the 
greater effective switching frequency that can occur in MLIs. 
 
Figure 3-8: FFT analysis of output waveform for five-level PS-PWM fo = 50 Hz, fc = 750 Hz. 
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By extracting the data of the FFT analysis for multiple simulations of varying load inductance a 
three dimensional plot of harmonic spectra’s can be generated. These plots provide an important 
tool for identifying reductions in harmonics and comparing PWM control strategies. An 
example of this extraction is shown in figure 3-10. 
 
 
Figure 3-10: Harmonic spectra for varying load inductance five-level PS-PWM fo = 50 Hz, fc = 750 Hz 
 
 3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter provides the necessary theory and background to understand the steps and 
techniques used to gather information for comparing FCMLI control strategies. Analytically 
modelling the control strategies is the first step undertaken; this allows analysis at a deep and 
theoretical level. Here, the foundation of the answer to the problem is formed.  The technique 
for verifying these theories is continued through simulations which provide an avenue for 































































The purpose of this chapter is to dwell deeper into the present research of PWM methods for 
FCMLI control and the development of active control methods. The investigation focuses 
primarily on the two most industrially relevant techniques, namely PS-PWM and PD-PWM.  
Simulations are undertaken in MATLAB for the case of a medium-voltage, high-power range 
replicating the conditions associated with these types of inverters. For acceptable operation of 
FCMLIs the harmonic characteristics and FC voltage balance are especially important, hence 
these properties are closely observed. Furthermore an active control method is presented which 
aims at resolving the flaws of former developments. 
  
4.2 System model 
Generally the medium-voltage range is considered from 2.3 kV-6.6 kV and the high-power 
from 1 MW-50 MW [1] [2].  Hence a 6.6 kV output voltage was selected for this simulation 
with loads varying in the high-power range. The structure of a five-level FCMLI used 
throughout this chapter is shown in figure 4-1. The parameters of the inverter are listed in table 
4-1 where the flying capacitance was determined using equation 2.1, a high capacitance is 
required to ensure a low voltage ripple, however this must be balanced with the increased the 




                                 (4-1) 
 
The frequency modulation index mf, and amplitude modulation index ma, which are calculated 


















                         (4-5) 
Where fm, and fcr, Vma  and Vcr are the frequency and voltage amplitudes of the modulation and 




Figure 4-1: Single phase of a five-level FCMLI. 
 
Table 4-1: Five-level inverter parameters 
Circuit Parameter Value 
Voltage (VDC ) 6.6 kV 
Output voltage frequency (fo ) 50Hz 
Flying capacitance (C1-C3) 3600 uF 
DC link capacitance (CDC) 300 uF 
Carrier frequency (fCR) 1.5 kHz 
Load resistance (RL) 43.56 Ω 
Load inductance (LL) 1 mH 
 
 4.3 Simulation results 
Figures 4-2 (a)-(c) show the output waveforms for PS-PWM. The inductive component of the 
load acts as a filter smoothening the output voltage producing lower THD levels. This 
phenomenon can be seen in figures 4-2 (b) and (c), however produces a phase difference 
between the voltage and current causing a portion of the transferred power to be lost. Section 
4.3.1 further investigates the need for a large load inductance to produce acceptable levels of 
harmonic distortion.  
 
Using the same carrier frequency and frequency modulation index the individual switches 
contained in PD-PWM controlled system are switched comparative much less than PD-PWM as 
observed in figure 4-3 (a)-(c), this results in lower THD levels across the modulation index 
range as summarised in figure 4-4. Additionally it can be concluded that PD-PWM will result in 




   
                                            (a)                                                                              (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4-2: Five-level output waveforms (PS-PWM mf = 15, ma = 0.9) (a) Line voltage, (b) Phase 
voltage-after load inductance, (c) Phase current. 
 
  




Figure 4-3: Five-level output waveforms (PD-PWM mf = 15, ma = 0.9) (a) Line voltage, (b) Phase 
voltage-after load inductance, (c) Phase current. 
 

































































































Figure 4-4: Comparison of voltage THD 
 
 4.3.1 Varying load inductance 
The benefits of PS-PWM over PD-PWM with respect THD levels for varying load inductance 
of the current waveform are illustrated in figure 4-5.  The IEEE standard 519-1992 
“Recommended practices and requirements for harmonic control in electrical power systems” 
sets limits for the voltage and currents harmonic levels. For utilities the voltage and current 
limit is equal to 5%. For a five-level FCMLI to adhere to this practice it would require 
approximately an inductive load of 400 mH using the PD-PWM strategy, whereas only 
requiring approximately 10 mH for the PS-PWM strategy. Considering a 6.6 kV, 1 MWA 
inverter, the reactive power loss due to the required inductive load would be 24 kVar for the 10 
mH and 64 kVar for the 400 mH load, an overall decrease in efficiency of 3.9% for PD-PWM. 
The increased cost of the larger inductance also adds to the downside of PD-PWM.  
 
 















































 4.3.2 Varying load resistance 
For this simulation the load resistance is reduced to replicate increased power rating, to ensure 
consistent results the power factor is maintained throughout, therefor the ratio of  𝑅𝐿/𝐿𝐿 is kept 
equal. Figure 4-6 illustrates a reduction in harmonic quality as the power rating increasees, this 
is much more apparent for PD-PWM and coincides with the earlier findings that load 
inductance heavily affects the THD levels at 10 mH for PD-PWM. The findings suggest that 
when reduced load inductance is the primary focus PS-PWM is far superior to PD-PWM. 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Influence of load resistance on harmonic content (𝐿𝐿 = 10 mH). 
 
 4.3.3 Comparison with three-level inverter 
Figure 4-7 illustrates the improved performance of a five-level inverter over a three-level 
inverter; there is a substantial reduction in harmonic content for the five-level inverter. This is a 
well-known feature of MLIs and it has been shown in previous papers that further improvement 
of THD levels is observed with increased number of voltage levels [37]. The advantages of 
increased levels of the inverter can be summarised as follows: 
 Reduced voltage and current THD. 
 Reduced size of load inductance. 
 Reduced voltage stresses on switching devices. 
 Higher switching redundancy allows for flexibility in balancing control algorithms 
 
The benefits of higher level inverters are however restrained by a number of factors 
summarized below:  
 Increased number of flying capacitors and switching devices. 























Figure 4-7: Comparison of harmonic content for five-level and three-level FCMLI (𝐿𝐿 = 100mH). 
 
 4.3.4 Unbalanced load 
In real world applications it should be expected for the ac end of the inverter to be connected to 
unbalanced or nonlinear loads which can cause unexpected hindrances on the system. Therefore 
it is important to determine how each of the control strategies behaves under such conditions.  
This scenario was set up in simulation by means of an increased loading of 100% on a single 
phase of the inverter. Due to the stability of the PS-PWM strategy it is observed in figures 4-8 
(a) and (b) that the three-phase waveforms remain unaffected by the unbalanced load, the load 
current is as expected increased on the unbalanced phases as the nature of power system 
dictates. Conversely PD-PWM exhibits a deterioration and fluctuation of the three-phase 
voltages and currents shown in figures 4-8 (c) and (d), a major repellent of this method as this 
puts strain on the connected device or utility. This is most likely the result of the unbalanced 
duty cycles of the PD-PWM strategy causing large fluctuation of the FC voltages.  Finally since 
the harmonic magnitudes produced by the switching patterns are unaffected there was no 
apparent change in THD levels for both methods. 
 































































 (c)                                                                       (d) 
Figure 4-8: Three-phase waveforms for unbalanced load conditions, (a) PS-PWM voltage, (b) PS-PWM 
current, (c) PD-PWM voltage, (d) PD-PWM current. 
 
 
 4.4 Natural flying capacitor balancing characteristics 
As mentioned before an important aspect of PS-PWM is the natural balancing dynamics of the 
FC voltages which occurs in this technique, this in essence describes how the net current 
flowing in the capacitors over a switching period is zero and hence the floating voltage level 
remains constant [38]. The natural voltage balancing dynamic has been attributed to the losses 
causd by the current harmonics which is produced by the unbalanced capacitor voltages [39] 
[40] [41]. Authors in [21] describe how time-domain analysis of the FC voltages results in 
closed-form solutions to the time constants of the balancing dynamics. These equations show 
that balancing dynamics depend significantly on the inverter parameters, hence comparative 
results are a more appropriate tool. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the capacitor voltage balancing 
response of PS-PWM and PD-PWM respectively to a step change in DC supply voltage. The 
natural balancing dynamics of PS-PWM can be exhibited in figure 4-9, here the time constants 
of C1 and C3 are large and therefore the balancing takes extended time. In practical applications 
this slow balancing dynamic will be unable to overcome non-idealities of the system, such as 
power switching, voltage drops, deadtimes, finite rise and fall times, as well as nonlinearities. 
PD-PWM exhibits no voltage balancing dynamics as shown in figure 4-10, the constant change 
in flying capacitor voltage is a result of uneven charging and discharging pattern formed by the 
carriers of PD-PWM, hence this method requires some form of modification for FCMLI 
application. 












































Figure 4-9: Natural balancing of PS-PWM applied to a five-level FCMLI 
 
 
Figure 4-10: FC voltage collapse of PD-PWM applied to a five-level FCMLI 
 
 
 4.4.1 Natural balancing under fault conditions  
To highlight some of the drawbacks of using open loop control, a five-level inverter using PS-
PWM was simulated under fault conditions. After 0.1 seconds a short to ground was applied on 
a single phase of the inverter, the fault is removed after 0.5 seconds giving the system time to 
stabilize. Figure 4-11 illustrates the capacitor voltage rebalancing after the fault due to the 
balancing dynamics; again it is observed that the time constants are large due to the parameters 
of the inverter. Realistically these large time constants will make it difficult to implement this 
system in real world applications, hence methods such as modifying the PS-PWM switching 
pattern, active control algorithms which use feedback loops, optimal parameter selection or 
RLC balance boost circuits are required to improve the time constants to acceptable values. 























































Figure 4-11: Voltage balancing after a fault. 
 
 4.5 Improved flying capacitor balancing with modified PS-PWM 
A new method of active controlling FCs is proposed within this section which builds on theory 
of previous developments as discussed in the literature review. In this section a closed-loop 
modified PS-PWM control strategy focused primarily on restoring voltage balance is presented. 
The algorithm selects switching states bounded by times where no capacitor 
charging/discharging occurs to rebalance the FC voltages faster than the natural balancing of 
PS-PWM 
 
The voltage control algorithm used is based on the proposed methods in [22] [23] [24], however 
it differs significantly in a number of ways. The algorithm in this section focuses on restoring 
voltage balance using PS-PWM with optimal settling time as the primary goal. Thereafter an 
investigation into harmonic injection is completed to determine the appropriateness of the 
strategy. This study is undertaken on the same five-level three-phase FCMLI summarized in 
table 4-1, however the techniques and findings can easily be applied to any level inverter. In 
order for the inverter to operate correctly the switching device voltage blocking stresses must be 
uniformly distributed at VDC/(N-1). Hence voltages VC1, VC2 and VC3 must be maintained at 
VDC/4, 2VDC/4, and 3VDC/4 respectively. 
 
 4.5.1 Algorithm fundamentals 
The required switching states of the switches to obtain the desired voltage levels are shown in 
table 4-2; an attractive feature of the FC inverter is the flexibility in synthesising the output 
voltage. For a given voltage level, there are several switching states which will result in the 
same output waveform, but cause altered charging/discharging of the FCs.  
 




























Table 4-2: Switching states of five-level FCMLI. 
Vo Switching States Charging/Discharging 
S1 S2 S3 S4 C1 C2 C3 
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The core characteristic of the proposed algorithm is ensuring that when a FC voltage imbalance 
occurs the adjusted switching states only affects the imbalanced FC/s. This is achieved by the 
selecting adjustable switching states bounded by either the state 1111 or 0000 (periods where no 
charging/discharging of FCs occurs), in doing so this ensures that supplementary capacitor 
voltages remain unaffected by the injected pulse.  
 
The voltage control block diagram is shown in figure 4-12, measurements of the actual 
capacitor voltages VC1, VC2 and VC3 are compared with the reference values VC1*, VC1* and VC1*. 
This forms the error signals which control the size of the pulses injected into the switching 
pattern to restore the voltage balance. 
 
The balancing control algorithm can be summarised as follows: 
Step 1:  Selecting switching states bounded by the states 1111 or 0000 to compensate for the 
capacitor voltage imbalance. 
Step 2:  Scaling error signal dictated by switching frequency and voltage rating, and limiting the 
maximum change in switching period. 







Figure 4-12: Voltage control block diagram. 
 
 4.5.2 Selecting switching states 
Referring back to table 4-2, assuming for example, VC1 is below its reference signal and the only 
capacitor imbalanced, it is required to either increase the charging time or decrease the 
discharging time of capacitor C1 without affecting VC2 and VC3. The natural response is to 
increase the on time of the state 1110, in doing so the states within the pattern of the chosen 
PWM method next to the selected state will be decreased which may off balance a different 
capacitor voltage. The simplest solution is to ensure that the selected state 1110 is next to the 
states 1111 or 0000 since no capacitor charging/discharging occurs here, as in figure 4-13. 
 
Figure 4-13: Switching state 1110 occurring next to 1111 within PS-PWM, 𝑚𝑓 = 15, 𝑚𝑎 = 0.9. 
 
For the case of an imbalance in C3 the same logical steps can be applied as mentioned before, 
except utilising the switching state 0111. For an imbalance in C2, following the algorithm, the 
states 1100 and 0011 are required next to 1111 or 0000, however an inspection of figure 4-13 
will show that this does not occur in the portion of a switching cycle where the state 1111 
occurs and will not occur on the opposite half cycle since it is mirrored. Hence in order to 
increase the charging time of C2 and adhere to the algorithm the period of 1101 and 1110 are 
34 
 
increased by the same amount. The increased period of the state 1101 will increase the charging 
times of C2 but has the undesirable effect of increasing the discharging time of C1, however this 
is compensated by the increased switching time of the state 1110 which will increase the 
charging time of C1 leaving VC1 unaffected and only the voltage of VC2 is increased. A similar 
logic can be applied if VC2 is above the reference signal. The adjustable states and size of the 
adjustable areas in accordance to the algorithm for a five-level FCMLI inverter are shown in 
figure 4-14. 
 
Figure 4-14: Selection of switching states and allowable adjustment areas, 𝑚𝑓= 15, 𝑚𝑎 = 0.9. 
 
 
 4.5.3 Scaling error signal 
The magnitude of the error signal in the given model may be in the kV range, whereas the 
switching period is in the ms range, hence the error signal requires some scaling which will be 
denoted as kP, the output voltage switching frequency ratio. Decreasing the value of kP to a 
small fraction is expected to reduce the resolution of the control loop i.e. increase the steady 
state error but has the desired effect of reducing the settling time of the system. Simulation trials 
found taking kP = VDC/fCR produced satisfactory results. 
 
 4.5.4 Maximum allowable adjustment 
The maximum change in switching period is determined by the allowable adjustment areas as 
shown in figure 4-15. Although it is not the most optimal, for simplicity, and to ensure the 
system reaches a balanced state the maximum change is taken as the smallest adjustment area of 
the chosen states. For the selected switching states, modulation index and frequency modulation 
index it was found that the smallest allowable adjustment area was 1.2 ms, hence this is the 





 4.5.5 Adjustment of switching states 
Adjustment of the switching periods is accomplished through the injection of pulses. The pulse 
width is determined by the error signal and the pulse time by the selection of switching states, 




Figure 4-15:  Adjustment of switching period. 
 
 4.6 Conclusion 
The comparison of PS-PWM and PD-PWM driven by simulations on a five-level FCMLI has 
shown that PS-PWM has superior natural balancing mechanics and produces lower THD levels 
when reducing load inductance is the main focus. The simulations highlight the large natural 
balancing time constants which may not be feasible for real world applications hence an active 















 Chapter 5. Voltage control and performance evaluation 
 
 
 5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will investigate the viability of the active control algorithm proposed in chapter 4, 
hence comparing its performance to the currently considered optimal strategy of CRPWM. Also 
determining whether the addition of RLC balance boost circuits outweigh the benefits of 
conventional control strategies. Subsequently an analytical comparison of PS-PWM and PD-
PWM is undertaken to identify the roots of the balancing characteristics. Finally a deeper 
understanding of the performance of FCMLI control strategies is provided by the evaluation of 
current ripple calculations. 
 
 
 5.2 Five-level FCMLI with voltage control 
The capabilities of the two PWM strategies in terms of balancing dynamics of a FCMLI 
inverter can now be explored through simulative studies. The effectiveness of the control 
algorithm is verified through a step change in DC supply causing an imbalance in the FC 
voltages. The results are based on the balancing response of a five-level inverter with 
parameters given in table 4-1 and structure in figure 4-1, operating under both modified PS-
PWM and CRPWM. 
 
The simulated capacitor voltage response of C1 for a 25% increase in DC supply is shown in 
figure 5-1, with the full set of settling times for the simulations undertaken given in table 5-1. 
The modified PS-PWM and CRPWM strategies can be seen to respond significantly faster to 
the change in DC supply compared to the natural response of PS-PWM. The overall decrease in 
settling times suggests that for this specific case the proposed modified PS-PWM strategy can 
outperform the CRPWM strategy.  
 
Confirming previous research concepts, figure 5-2 shows CRPWM with substantially lower 
THD % levels than PS-PWM for purely resistive loads. However when the load inductance is 
considered as shown in figure 5-3, at the same carrier frequency and load inductance PS-PWM 








Figure 5-1: Response to step change in voltage of C3. 
 
 
Table 5-1: Summary of settling times. 
Parameter Settling time (s) - time taken to settle within 5% of final value 
PS-PWM Modified PS-PWM CR-PWM 
𝐶1 14.2 6.25 5.5 
𝐶2 8.5 2.75 6.2 
𝐶3 17 5.55 7.5 
Average 13.23 4.85 6.4 











Figure 5-3: Harmonic performance of proposed method 
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 5.3 Comparative analysis of PS-PWM and PD-PWM 
It is known that the cause of FCMLI’s natural balancing properties is from nonzero harmonic 
currents flowing in the FCs. Equation 3-5 identifies that the current flowing in a FC is 
determined by the difference between adjacent cell switching functions multiplied by the phase 
leg output current. It has been proven analytically [20] that only the differences between high-
frequency carrier and sideband switching harmonic components will cause nonzero currents to 
flow in the FCs. The load connection also plays a role in the balancing mechanics; the 
simulations conducted assume a neutral connection on the load if this were not the case, only 
differential output voltage harmonics between phase legs would produce the high-frequency 
harmonics required for voltage balancing [20].   
 
With these concepts in mind a comparison of harmonic performance and balancing dynamics of 
PD-PWM, PS-PWM and CRPWM can be channelled. From chapter 4 it was concluded that PS-
PWM had superior harmonic performance when minimising load inductance was the main 
criteria, whereas PD-PWM had superior harmonic performance for purely resistive loads. This 
is further confirmed in plots of output harmonic spectra as a function of load inductance as 
shown in figure 5-4. The high THD levels of PS-PWM are almost completely attributed to the 
(N-1)th carrier sideband groups which are heavily reduced with increased inductance. Whereas 
the distortion of PD-PWM is produced from the first carrier sideband harmonics and a spread of 
small harmonic magnitudes across the spectra, which remain large, even at higher inductance 
values as shown in figure 5-4 (b). It is important to note that the results shown in figure 5-4 (b) 
and (c) represent how the harmonic performance of PD-PWM and CRPWM are essentially 
identical; this has already been proven by time-based switching simulations.  
 
    






Figure 5-4: Switching function harmonic spectra as a function of load inductance,  𝑚𝑎 = 0.9,  (a) PS-
PWM, (b) PD-PWM, (c) CRPWM. 
 
The harmonic spectra for unbalanced condition, shown in figure 5-5 identify the crucial aspect 
of the two strategies balancing performance. When the FC voltages are unbalanced large high 
frequency harmonic currents will flow through the FCs which will naturally rebalance the 
voltages. For CRPWM a heavy increase of high frequency harmonic currents especially focused 
around the first carrier sideband frequency appear, these will cause a strong natural rebalancing 
of the capacitor voltages. However for PS-PWM this increase in high frequency harmonics is 
not as profound. These findings identify that CRPWM will have superior natural balancing 
mechanics compared to PS-PWM, which is confirmed in the simulation results comparing the 
balancing response for a step change in DC voltage of 25%. However controlling the FC 
voltages through the proposed strategy it is shown that the PS-PWM method can achieve 
similar if not better results than CRPWM. 
 
   
   (a)       (b) 
Figure 5-5: Switching function harmonic spectra for unbalanced FC voltage, 𝑚𝑎 = 0.9, (a) PS-PWM, (b) 
CRPWM/PD-PWM, 
 
The confirmation of the high frequency carrier sideband groups in the analysis can effectively 
explain the improvements observed in balancing dynamics with the addition of balance booster 
filters in FCMLI. These filters are usually tuned around the first carrier sideband group 
harmonic frequency according to equation (5-2). This will produce a small impedance across 
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the load at the tuned frequency, sinking increased harmonic currents when the capacitor voltage 
imbalance occurs and strengthening the balancing dynamics. With the presence of the large 
second carrier sideband harmonics found in PS-PWM it should be possible to tune the filter 





            (5-2) 
Where 𝐿𝑏 and 𝐶𝑏 are the series connected inductance and capacitance of the filter per phase. 
 
With the addition of the balance boost filter it is clear this method will produce significantly 
improved balancing responses, both PS-PWM and CPWM have approximately equal decreases 
in settling time around 88%. This example is however too arbitrary to facilitate any hard 
conclusions, however it does highlight a number of important aspects. Firstly, the balancing 
dynamic of FC inverters is chaotic and difficult to explicitly determine. There is an immense 
amount of factors at play which makes fine tuning the balancing properties in an ideal world 
complex, and in the real world unmanageable.  
 
Secondly there are specific benefits for each method signifying that no method is concretely 
superior but rather there are circumstances where one method may be more beneficial than 
another. For instance, the addition of a balance boost circuit in the above example significantly 
improves settling times but the added circuit components are costly, while the modified PS-
PWM method has inferior settling times but the cost of this method (voltage sensors) would be 
significantly less. If PS-PWM can achieve similar settling times to CRPWM, as the experiments 
suggest and achieve lower THD levels at the same load inductance and switching frequency as 
shown in figure 5-3, it would suggest that in-fact PS-PWM may be the superior PWM strategy 




Figure 5-6: Response to step change in voltage of 𝐶1 with balance boost filter. 
 
 

























Table 5-2: Summary of settling times with balance boost filter 










𝐶1 14.2 1.32 1.32 5.5 1.32 
𝐶2 8.5 1.4 1.62 6.2 1.4 
𝐶3 17 1.48 1.66 7.5 1.7 
Average 13.23 1.4 1.53 6.4 1.47 
% decrease - 89.41 % 88.44 % 51.63 % 88.89 
 
5.4 Self-precharge applications 
A useful application of the improved voltage balancing is in the self –precharging of the FCs 
[21] [42]. During the self-precharging process the DC supply voltage is increased at a slow 
steady rate to reduce the voltage stresses on the switches. The voltage stresses of the respective 
switching pairs are equal to the difference between the consecutive FCs. By ensuring that the 
FC voltages all increase at a similar rate through the application of the proposed methods, the 
overall stresses can be reduced. 
 
The improvement the modified PS-PWM method has on self-precharge is exemplified in figure 
5-7. In this example the capacitors are precharged to its desired voltage relatively 
instantaneously as the voltage increases, whereas the unmodified method lags behind. The 
lagging effect will cause additional stresses on the switching devices, creating unnecessary need 
for higher rated specifications of the inverter. The modified PS-PWM method provides a more 
robust and reliable self-precharge process. 
 
 







 5.5 Effective switching frequency 
It is of particular importance to determine the effective switching frequencies of the modulation 
methods of interest as one major limitation is the capabilities of present day semiconductor 
technology [1]. The limitations appear due to the finite time a switching device takes to be 
turned “on” or “off” which becomes increasing large as the power rating of the device goes up.  
 
CRPWM and PD-PWM may have essentially identical output harmonic spectra’s as mentioned 
before which is expected on the bases of CRPWM being derived from PD-PWM, however 
carrier signals are reallocating more evenly within CRPWM which suggests that the effective 
switching frequency of individual cells will be lower. Figure 5-8 shows the individual cell 
switching harmonics magnitudes for the two methods, and as expected for PD-PWM the first 
carrier sideband group lies around the carrier frequency (750 Hz region), this is the frequency 
where majority of the switching of the semiconductor device will occur. Now considering 
CRPWM, the majority of switching occurs at a lower cluster frequency of approximately 250 
Hz, with this finding in mind it is appropriate to assume that the carrier frequency of CRPWM 
can be at least tripled before reaching similar effective cell switching frequencies of PD-PWM 
 
 
                
(a)                                                                               (b) 




 5.6 Analysis of ripple current in PWM methods 
The need to consider the degree to which undesirable harmonics exist is usually the basis for 
performance indicators such as THD, however IPP  also provides a respectable indicator of 
waveform distortion [28] [34]. It is useful to derive closed-form solutions to IPP and 





 5.6.1 Simplified calculation 
                                                
Figure 5-9: FC Inverter with RL load 
 
The circuit schematic of a three-level FCMLI connected to an RL load is shown in figure 5-9 
,the voltage equation per phase is given as [28]: 
𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑖(𝑡) + 𝐿
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡
           (5.3)  
In order to determine these closed formed solutions it is useful to simplify the calculation by 
assuming that the switching times of the inverter remain constant, in essence supposing that the 
modulation signal is constant, in this way the output voltage is a constant switching square 
wave. It is also not unreasonable to assume that the average voltage produced at the load over 
an arbitrary switching interval 𝑡𝑝 is constant. Now considering the load is subjected to a 
swicthed voltage according to figure 5-10, the expected current waveform is shown. 
 
Figure 5-10: Load waveforms 
 
The instantaneous voltage ripple ?̃?𝑡 is defined as the difference between the instantaneous 
voltage and average voltage which can be written as [28]: 
?̃?(𝑡) =  𝑣(𝑡) − ?̅?(𝑡𝑝)  
?̃?(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑖(𝑡) + 𝐿
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡


















Where  ?̅?(𝑡𝑝) and 𝑖(̅𝑡𝑝) are the average voltage and current across the period 𝑡𝑝 respectively. 
Assuming that the resistive voltage drop of the current ripple will be small, equation 5-4 can be 










𝑡]          (5.5) 
 
Hence the instantaneous current ripple becomes [28]: 












∫ (𝑣(𝑡) − ?̅?(𝑡𝑝))𝑑𝑡
𝑡
0
       (5.6) 
 
Assuming the effective switching frequency for a N-level PS-PWM controlled inverter is (N-1) 
times greater than that of PD-PWM, an assumption which is not unreasonable since PS-PWM 
has (N-1) more carriers, and applying equation 5-6 to a constant switching square-wave, an 
estimation of IPP for the two methods can be seen in figure 5-11. This provides a clear 
explanation of the improved harmonic performance of PS-PWM over PD-PWM with respect to 
load inductance, due to the greater effective switching frequency of PS-PWM the current will 
have less variation from the desired sinusoidal wave as depicted in figures 5-12, hence require a 
smaller load inductance to smoothen the waveform. This also identifies why PD-PWM 
produces superior THD levels at purely resistive loads. As the inductance of the load 
approaches zero the current ripple of the two methods become equal and it is the greater amount 
of switching within PS-PWM which constitutes the increased distortion of the waveform rather 
than the magnitude of the harmonics. 
 

















































































Figure 5-12: Switching waveform PS-PWM 𝑓𝑐  = 750 Hz  Figure 5-13: Switching waveform PD-PWM 𝑓𝑐  = 750 Hz 
               
  
 5.6.2 Current ripple calculation by means of switching functions 
To obtain the full closed form solutions the non-constant switching times of the inverter which 
are dictated by the carrier waveforms of the respective modulation method are required, these 
were derived in chapter 3 and given by equation 3.1. The individual cell switching functions of 
a multilevel inverter can be described by a double Fourier harmonic series and the switched 
output voltage of each phase can be found by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to sum the 
contributions of the adjacent two-level switching cells to give equation 3.6. Now, substituting 
equation 3.6 into equation 5.6 where the average voltage ?̅?(𝑡𝑝) is the modulation signal 
𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑤𝑡), hence we obtain the fully described instantaneous current ripple for an 𝑁-level 




∫ ([2𝑆𝑞,𝑁−1(𝑡) − 1]
𝑉𝑑𝑐
2
 − ∑ [𝑆𝑞,𝑘+1(𝑡) − 𝑆𝑞,𝑘(𝑡)
𝑁−2
𝑘=1 ]𝑣𝑞,𝑘(𝑡) − 𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑤𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
     (5.7) 
 
It is apparent that further simplification of equation 5-7 will be complex and it becomes 
beneficial to solve it using a computer program with step increments in time to obtain the 
desired plots. For example applying equation 5-7 over one cycle of the modulation signal with 
calculations of current done at step time increments the output current waveform can be 
produced as shown in figure 5-14. As expected, this method closely resembles that of the 
simulated waveform, using MATLAB, under the same conditions. 
 



















Switched output waveform 
Current waveform 






Figure 5-14: Comparison of analytic model and simulated model for PS-PWM. 
 
 5.6.2.1 Accurate ripple calculation 
The process of calculations done at step time increments is applied for all equations containing 
the individual cell switching functions. Solving equation 5-7 against load inductance as shown 
in figure 5-15, it is proven analytically that PS-PWM will produce substantially less peak-peak 
current ripples over PD-PWM. Due to the observed trend there appears to be a (N-1) correlation 
when comparing PS-PWM and PD-PWM for inductor requirements, this phenomenon is 
attributed to the (N-1) increased output switching frequency of PS-PWM as mentioned before. 
Hence multiplying the values of PS-PWM by (N-1) this correlation can be more clearly 




𝐼𝑝𝑝,𝑃𝐷𝑃𝑊𝑀                                                                                  (5-8) 
The same reciprocal graph shape is seen in figure 5-16 for peak-peak current vs frequency, 
emphasising equation 5-8. 
 
It is of course expected that a higher carrier frequency will produce smaller current ripples 
however current high power semiconductor technology draw a limitation on this aspect since 
the switching frequency of these devices can only go so high. This clarifies the benefits of PS-
PWM, higher level inverters will see further reduction in peak-peak current, consequently 
minimising inductive filter requirements and lowering switching device limitations. 

























Figure 5-15: 𝐼𝑝𝑝 vs Inductance (five-level). 
 
 
Figure 5-16: 𝐼𝑝𝑝 vs Carrier frequency (five-level). 
 
 
 5.6.2.2 Harmonic power loss 
To determine the accumulative effect that the peak-peak current has on in terms of efficiency 
the harmonic power loss is considered. This is proportional to equivalent load resistance times 
the square of the DC equivalent of the peak-peak current ripple (𝐼𝑝𝑝,𝑟𝑚𝑠) [6]. 
 





















∫ {∫ ([2𝑆𝑞,𝑁−1(𝑡) − 1]
𝑉𝑑𝑐
2
 − ∑ [𝑆𝑞,𝑘+1(𝑡) − 𝑆𝑞,𝑘(𝑡)
𝑁−2




𝑑𝑡)𝑇0  (5.9) 
 
𝑃ℎ,𝑐𝑢 = 𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑝𝑝,𝑟𝑚𝑠
2         (5.10) 
 































































Considering the plot of harmonic power loss shown in figure 5-17 the percentage power loss for 
a 1 MW five-level inverter at a load inductance of 0.01 H is 0.0094% for PS-PWM and 0.24% 
for PD-PWM. Multiplying the PS-PWM data points by (𝑁 − 1)2 to obtain the reciprocal shape 
again it is shown that equation 5-8 holds some truth between the relationship between PS-PWM 
and PD-PWM. Under the same process the three-level analytical model presents an almost 
identical graph shape shown in figure 5-18.  
 
 
Figure 5-17: Harmonic power loss comparison using analytic model (five-level). 
 
Figure 5-18: Harmonic power loss comparison using analytic model (three-level). 
 
 
 5.6.2.3 Evaluation of carrier redistribution pulsewidth modulation 
The Fourier representation of CRPWM is completed using the previously discussed methods 
with a full derivation of the coefficients of equation 3-1 given in [20]. Applying equation 5-7 to 
the CRPWM strategy the peak-peak current ripple is illustrated in figure 5-19. It is clear that 
this heavily improves the PD-PWM strategy in this regard. Furthermore applying equation 5-10 
to the strategy as shown in figure 5-20 the same improvements to harmonic power loss are 
shown. It is apparent from these results that the CRPWM strategy works effectively at 
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Figure 5-19:  𝐼𝑝𝑝 vs Inductance (CRPWM, five-level). 
 
 
Figure 5-20: Harmonic power loss comparison using analytic model (CRPWM five-level). 
 
 
 5.7 Conclusion 
The critical question, which carrier-PWM methodology intended for FCMLI’s is superior, does 
not have a simple answer. If the aim is reduced filter requirements then the answer is PS-PWM, 
especially when one considers the limitation on switching devices. Furthermore, the IEEE 
standard 519-1992 which sets a limit for the voltage and current harmonic level at 5% for 
utilities ties a tenfold increase in load inductor requirement to the PD-PWM strategy as shown 
in figure 5-3. This increase equates to an approximate decrease in efficiency of 4% for the given 
system. Alternatively, if the aim is improved balancing mechanics without the complexity of 
active controls or additional filters then the answer is PD-PWM. Ultimately when comparing 
PD-PWM and PS-PWM taking effective switching frequencies, carrier redistribution of PD-
PWM and external balance boost filters into account the two methods will produce 
approximately equivalent results. 
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 Chapter 6. Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
 
 6.1 Conclusion 
This research work ultimately aimed at refining the fundamentals of FCMLI control strategies, 
ergo shedding some light on the inconsistencies that present day literature contains and 
providing improved solutions. The preferred method of synthesising the sinusoidal output 
waveform is through decoded PD-PWM/CRPWM, where carriers are place one atop the other, 
and switching states are reallocated to distribute duty cycles and balance switching losses. This 
method generates the lowest level of harmonic distortion in the switched output waveform; 
however the preliminary research findings of this study suggested there may be some intrinsic 
benefits to using the PS-PWM strategy, where carriers are placed one besides the other, in 
reducing filter requirements.  
 
On the bases of the increased effective switching frequency of PS-PWM the hypothesis that this 
strategy has reduced load inductance requirements over PD-PWM was formed.  Using well-
known methods for calculating current ripple in two-level inverters [28] combined with the 
works of McGrath and Holmes [20] for analytical models of representing FCMLIs, it was 
proven that the PD and PS modulation strategies had approximately a (N-1) and (N-1)2  
reciprocal relationship for current ripple and switching losses respectively. The reduced current 
ripple is the attributing factor in the improved harmonic performance of PS-PWM, for the 
reason that at the same carrier frequency the method requires a smaller load inductance to 
smoothen the waveform. Since there is a limitation on the maximum switching frequency of a 
switching device, the PD strategy cannot indefinitely increase its carrier frequency to match the 
performance of the PS strategy. The principles and findings can easily be adapted to the 
alternative MLI topologies and furthermore do not conflict with the previous notion that PD-
PWM has superior harmonic performance, but rather identified conditions where it may be 
beneficial to select the unmodified PS strategy over the unmodified PD strategy.  
 
FC balancing mechanics is the second crucial aspect which this research work set out to 
improve. A new modified PS-PWM control algorithm was presented and the effectiveness of 
the strategy compared to the previously believed superior method of CRPWM, was shown to be 
noteworthy. The critical question, which carrier-PWM methodology intended for FCMLIs is 
superior, was shown to have a complex answer. The CRPWM strategy, which is specific to 




identical harmonic performance to that of PS-PWM. Hence there is no exclusively superior 
method but rather there are circumstances where one method may be more beneficial than 
another. If PS-PWM can achieve similar balancing mechanics to CRPWM, which the 
simulations demonstrated, with a 63.34% decreased settling time in the FC voltage when a 
disturbance occurred at the input for PS-PWM and 51.62 % for CRPWM, and achieve identical 
THD levels at the same load inductance and switching frequency, it would suggest that PS-
PWM may be a viable strategy for FCMLI control. However if the aim is improved balancing 
mechanics without the complexity of active controls or additional filters, then the previous 
research findings holds true and PD-PWM is the answer. 
 
Finally it was shown that sinking load currents at the carrier frequency proofs to be an effective 
strategy at reducing settling times, demonstrated by the use of a balance boost filter, which 
provided an 88% improved settling time in the simulations conducted. If the additional costs of 
these filters can be ignored and minimal settling time is the main criterial then this is the 
optimal of the considered strategies. 
 
 6.2 Recommendations 
Traditionally the problem of balancing the FC voltages is the greatest restriction of FCMLIs, in 
order to develop robust systems where this topology will see more industrial applications active 
control strategies such as the new proposed algorithm within this research work are an attractive 
solution over natural balancing.  
 
 6.3 Scope for future work 
There is still much research required in this field, the findings of this work are not enough to 
validate a switch in the preferred control strategy of CRPWM. The work holds its ground only 
in a theoretical and simulative world; the findings need to be confirmed through experimental 
studies. This would require construction of a FCMLI controlled by each of the methods 
discussed in this thesis and thorough experiments conducted to confirm the proposed strategy 
can perform as the simulations suggest. 
 
Analytical models of the CHB and the NPC inverter topologies should also be developed with 
the same principles of current ripple calculation applied in order to develop the little 
information in the field of multilevel current ripple modelling. Doing so will provide 
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